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The air was thin and the ground was soggy. South Oval, famous for its unrivalled retention of water, was primed 
for battle with a smattering of mud patches and slightly softened cricket pitch edging over the western boundary 
of the crisp white lines that mark the main field. 
 
The students descended from the nearby library, setting aside their weekly readings of voluminous textbooks and 
handwritten critiques of Frank Jackson’s anti-physicalist theory of knowledge. It was time to expose Queanbeyan 
FC as the feather-footed chooks that they are.  They were undefeated, but that’s ok. 
 
The usual banter was thrown around the dressing room; the cutest player of the day was identified, grey hairs were 
compared, and most the latest TikTok-endorsed tunes were blaring over the speaker. 
 
Immediately after the first whistle blew, the students came out swinging. Queanbeyan consistently coughed up 
possession, for fear that holding on to the previous egg for too long would be met by one of Chase Deans’s many 
blood-stained studs. Newcomer and red-hot socialite, Rory Spiers, was taking no prisoners. Rumour has it that the 
referee was momentarily checking his pocket-sized Geneva Convention handbook just, in case Spiers had contravened 
some obscure section covering crimes against humanity. He hadn’t gone that far, but an all-Queanbeyan jury 
would’ve declared him guilty as charged. 
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It was the furry-footed chickens, however, that drew first blood. Finding access through the traditional route-one 
long ball, some Queanbeyan bloke flicked the ball over the ANUFC centrebacks, slipping their striker into the 
final third and taking an early bite of the CPL cherry.  
 
The students kept their heads, however, with a great deal of familiar colloquialisms being swapped between players 
as the ball was collected from the net and placed at the halfway point. Fortunately, they were playing soccer, and 
the ANUFC is pretty good at soccer.  
 
The ANUFC kicked off without a moment to waste. A slightly misjudged pass from Isaac Ellis was lapped up by 
a marauding Monte Grace, who carried the ball forward and drew a foul from a frazzled Queanbeyan acolyte in 
the attacking third. With the steely cunning of a time-poor ANU undergrad, Grace sneakily gathered placed the 
ball on the deck quickly knocked it forward, leaving the Feather-footed Chooks no time to gather their thoughts 
or reflect on the brilliant shininess of Grace’s hair. The ball slipped past everyone except Max Mottl, who gathered 
it up, slithered forward into the box, and tucked the ball neatly where it belonged: in the back of the Chooks’s net.  
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1-1, the boys were on. The share of possession ebbed and flowed. Spiers took a few more shots, some were on 
target, some were not. His peak, however, came in the form of a high-flying scissor-kick from the by-line. James 
Gazy thought Spier’s had scored, but he was sorely mistaken.  
 
As the battle raged on, the students could increasingly sense that one thing was for sure; ‘Get Down on It’ by 
Kool & The Gang would be getting at least one run through after the game. And finally, it all came to a head. With 
the match clock expired, the students had run into overtime.  Leo Hadley didn’t care much for time as he took the 
ball forward, played a tidy one-two with the well-endowed Max Mottl, and found space enough on the wing to 
cross the ball into a well-stocked 18-yard box. It fell to Carl Hynes, who, after bit of quiet time and some serious 
introspection, decided to strike the ball toward goal. Alas, a Feather-footed Chook had blocked the shot, only for 
it to fall for the local sourdough extraordinaire, Nicholas Hope. Hope wasted no time as he smacked the leather 
off the ball and into the back of the net. 2-1. The Chooks fell silent, the students embraced, the coach, Big Talal, 
tipped his cap to the big blue ANUFC banner. 
 
Order was restored. 
 
 

 
 
 

 2 
1 

Match Details: 
ANUFC v  
Queanbeyan City 
Capital Premier League 
Matchday Nine  
(11 June) 
South Oval 1 

Scorers: 
Maximillian Mottl 
Nicholas Hope M
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A 50-year celebration in football, the launch of an internationally successful novel penned by a goalkeeper (of all 
people), a loaded pizza, a fully-stocked esky, and a stymied striker with a point to prove. Can you hear me licking 
my lips...? 
 
Sunday’s game against Woden (the lesser) looked set to have all the ingredients of a classic murder mystery. 
Exciting characters, plot twists, a stunning location, and the expectation of a pacey page turner. But instead of a 
Gold Dagger-nominated crime novel of the year, it was more like an episode of Murder, She Wrote. Laboured, 
occasionally humorous, a somewhat satisfying conclusion. Ultimately, we all just expected something a little bit 
better.  
 
I understand that Capital Football’s much-vaunted Dribl app continues to hamper efforts for a smooth start to 
each game, so with the tried-and-tested pencil and paper, the team sheet was rewritten, numbers allocated, shirts 
distributed and the early warm-up as requested by CDR got underway. The starting XI was selected, and once 
again CDR took to the field to referee the game. 
 
The warm-up paid off; we started at a blistering pace, some crisp running, fantastic movement and precision 
passing meant we really took the game to Woden (the lesser). We should have been up by a few goals within ten 
minutes, it was just unfortunate that the uncut grass and surprising goalkeeping kept the game scoreless. The pace 
eased off after 15 minutes and, although Woden didn't really come into the game, they steadied the ship until the 
first series of substitutes was made.   
 
I’ve always been a fan of The Who. Musically, they were years ahead, pioneers of rock. Had a legendary frontman, 
guitarist and drummer (sorry, I can't really remember the bass player, but that’s rock ‘n roll, innit). They've been 
rooted in pop culture for years, the music has appeared on numerous TV shows and films, and been the inspiration 
to countless many. In 1969, The Who released a song from a rock opera, which has been endlessly covered, but I 
think the original is the best. It is perhaps kismet that this song was released in the same year (arguably) as our first 
goal scorer vs Woden (the lesser) kicked a ball in a competitive game. It is also a perfect synergy that the name of 
the song sums up the goal that was scored. Pat Walker was indeed a Pinball Wizard to have got his boot on the 
ball to put it in the back of the net. Fortunately for ANU MO45, Pat does ‘play by intuition’, he got his ‘subtle 
foot’ on the ball and banged it into the back of the net after Haigy pinched it off the keeper’s toes. Pat ‘sure plays 
a mean pin football’. 1-0 to ANU and thoroughly deserved. Surely the floodgates would open now.  
 
Not quite. Woden (the lesser) lifted and, on the stroke of halftime, some deft passing across the midfield, a well 
struck shot, a blindsided keeper, a glove but no more, and the ball snuck into the bottom right corner. We finish 
the half 1-1.  
 
Some straight shooting from CDR: we were playing okay but passing is not good enough, we needed to be better 
in the final third and execute what we'd worked on in training. In short: be less shit, fellas.  

 
The second half started with the same level of intensity as the first. The gaffer’s words were taken to heart and our 
passes were stronger, we drove into the box, the grass was an hour drier, and things started to click. But controversy 
soon took hold as we were awarded a free kick just outside the box. Chris Faris, cool, calm, collected, left footed,  

FRONT ROW SEATS 
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composed himself. The cries from the Woden keeper floated over the wall: ‘Cover the 
back post, the BACK POST!’ Chris stepped up, paused, grinned slyly, and belted the ball 
into the nearside, sneaking just inside the post. A thing of beauty, and now 2-1. We were 
up and running. The remainder of the second half passed relatively easily. We weren’t 
troubled too much down back. We executed the plans from training, as evinced by a 
surgically precise ball from Wisey to Palf(remann) who ran into the box to selflessly 
knocked the ball across the face of the goal for Cosmo to slot home, 3-1. 
 
‘Is that cash or credit card?’ Wisey asked as he peacocked back to halfway. ‘Huh?’ said 
a confused Woden midfielder. ‘After all,’ came the reply, ‘you’ve got front row seats 
to see the Michael Wiseman Show.’ Now that’s some kind of reply. 
 
The attack on the Woden defence kept coming but to no avail until Matty ‘the bullet 
train’ Cuttell burst into the box and smacked in a rebounded shot (with right peg!) 
to continue his campaign for the 2022 Golden Boot from the left back position, of 
all places (think Marcelo, or Roberto Carlos). 4-1 to ANUFC. 
 
With the final whistle, hands were shaken and pleasantries exchanged. It was a 
win, and a big win at that, and yet we remained strangely unsatisfied. But perhaps 
that’s a good thing by round four. We had some good passages of play, some 
good passing and switching of play and goals, but we know we can play even 
better. 
 
The mood quickly changed as Nick Houston’s ‘50 years in football’ pizza 
smorgasbord arrived, the esky was opened and full to the brim, with Chad 
even allowed to partake despite a questionable email exchange during the 
week. And later that afternoon, Plastic celebrated the launch of his excellent 
crime novel The Stoning at Gang Gang Cafe. The day ended in smiles and 
laughter, not unlike the quiet town of Cabot Cove after Jessica Fletcher 
worked her mystery-solving skills. But next week, there will be another 
murder to solve and another (big) game to play. I hope we’ll both be less 
shit again. 
 
NIGEL PALFREMAN 
 
 
 
 

Match Details: 
ANUFC v Woden Valley 
Masters League Over-45s 

Matchday Four (1 May) 
Kaleen 108 

Scorers: 
Pat Walker 
Chris Faris 

Raoul Craemer 
Matty Cuttell 

1 
4 

MATCH 
REPORT 

FINAL SCORE 

60th ANNIVERSARY 
GALA DAY 
60th ANNIVERSARY 
GALA DAY 

SOUTH OVAL 
ANUFC vs WAGGA 

CPL ROUND 19 
SATURDAY 27 AUGUST 
STARTS FROM 1:00pm  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A pristine Canberra afternoon saw the revamped ANUFC 11 looking for an early season momentum swing as 
they met with the unknown entity of the Belwest Foxes. Spirits were high, as the squad almost came together in 
its entirety for the first time this season and there was a feeling of possibility in the air as the group aptly supported 
their sister team ANUFC 12. A technologically challenged opponent coupled with a stickler-for-pointless-
bureaucracy referee almost combined to render the match null and void before a ball had been kicked. However 
common sense prevailed in the end, and a good old fashioned paper match card was called upon. 

 
With such matters taken care of, ANUFC started proceedings with great vigour. A clear intensity was established 
and the opening 15 minutes were dominated by the blue and white. Perhaps the energy of the start could be 
blamed for the first goal, as Belwest won a foul in a dangerous area and scored scrappily from the ensuing free 
kick. At 1-0 down, the young team could sense a potentially season defining period of play coming up and lifted 
to another gear. The youthful legs of Sebby and Tomas provided attacking options from the back, complimented 
by the guile of the ever-reliable Kaushal. It was the old man however that hit the back of the net, as Burto finished 
off an opportunistic chance brought about by the pressing of the team’s resident hype man in Nic. 

 
With the scores level at the break ANU was cautiously confident, but well aware that they’d need to stick with it 
for the full 90 minutes. A hunger for a win was clear to see, as the two Andrew’s worked tirelessly at the back with 
the impactful Ryan to hold the foxes at bay. Goose was ever lively as the team’s heart and soul, providing a calming 
and commanding presence for the rest of the defence to feed off. Harry, known as the man with the nigh on 
impossible task of filling the very large (albeit not necessarily matching) shoes of Peter, was imperious as a last line 
of defence. Countless Belwest raids were snuffed out as he tore off his line to clear danger and was equally as 
disruptive on short notice in the box.  

 
The injection of Charlie added to the dominance which ANUFC was having in the middle of the park, as he 
defined the idea of playing a role and bowing to the needs of the team. It was this control in the midfield which 
eventually led to the blue and white stripes (seriously Marcus, come up with a name please) rolling over the top. 
Henry was rewarded for a dynamic attacking effort with a neat finish at the near post, while Finn buried a chance 
from the top of the box. A scrappy goal from a corner by Captain Sam Long gave ANU a 4-1 advantage, and 
while a quality late goal from the foxes could have caused panic, the boys maintained composure in the dying 
stages to hold on for a comprehensive 4-2 victory.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LONG OVERDUE 

4 2 MATCH  
REPORT FINAL SCORE 

Match Details: 
Community League 1  
Matchday Four (30 April) 
Willows 2 

Scorers: 
Nicholas Burton Henry Campbell 
Finlay Scott  Sam Long 
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An overdue first win was aptly celebrated with some of the club’s own ANUFC beers (shameless plug), and a 
clearly relieved coach who seemed a bit too eager to remind us that ‘you guys were my last team to get a win’. 
Nonetheless, ANUFC 11 look like an exciting team full of promise, and a genuine threat to the rest of CLM1. 

 
SAM LONG 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A balmy autumn fog gave way to crisp sunshine as interim manager Salim’s Dolphins took the field against a 
Belnorth team still searching for relevance after more than a decade in the Capital League wilderness. The men (and 
one woman) in yellow brought the best of Sunday League stereotypes to this clash in Canberra’s capital including 
gratuitous slide tackles, a vocal CB wearing the captain’s armband, and a keeper in full kit from Mark Schwarzer’s 
glory days in the Fulham net. 
 
Momentum in this game lay largely in the hands of the mammalian marine animals. A brace in the first half from 
Prince Harry set the stage for a comfortable 2-0 victory. Routine from the Dolphins this weekend with passing and 
movement off the ball a highlight until Belnorth reverted to the strategy of the tired - playing deep in their half 
hoping for a plucky goal on the break and halting ANU attacks close to their own goal. Ultimately, proactive 
Dolphins defending close to the halfway line and a few scrambling efforts were enough to repel the toothless 
northerners at home. 
 
Highlights include: 

• Oscar dribbling past five men before deciding that shooting wasn’t worthy of his talents; 
• Sub Gorto screaming unexpected obscenities at Belnorth’s niggly #7, who promptly subbed himself off and 

then drove home entirely 

DOLPHINS TAKE 
BELNORTH 

2 0 
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FINAL SCORE 

Match Details: 
Community League 4  
Matchday Four (30 April) 
South Oval 2 

Scorers: 
Harry  
Williams 
(2x) 



GETTING TO KNOW:  
MARCUS ALIM 
 
 
SCUM:  How did you come to ANUFC, and why?  
 
MA:  I started at ANU itself back in 2015, but only joined in 2020 mostly because I didn’t really hear or 

know anything about the club. Then in 2020, I stumbled upon the Facebook page and went for a 
trial and then COVID happened. Luckily, I latched onto a team coached by Greg Kelly and met 
some absolute studs who I still coach and play with today. 

 
SCUM:  You're a rare figure in that you generally stay on the sidelines rather than captain/coaching like so 

many do - why?  
 
MA:  In 2021, our returning squad from the previous year lacked a coach as Greg moved away to the 

coast. Lacking a coach but wanting to keep the team together, I decided to coach the team but as 
it was my first time coaching a football team, I wanted to focus 100% on just the coaching. This 
year however, I’ve finally gotten back to playing! 

 
SCUM:  You're coaching a few sides this term - how have you found juggling so many squads, seasons, 

training sessions and results this season?  
 
MA:  It has been a challenge coaching 3 teams and there was a steep learning curve in terms of the 

workload of coaching 3 teams especially with getting used to having football 6 days a week. 
However, I feel like once I found a rhythm with the schedule, it’s been a lot easier to manage the 
training sessions and games. The results are what they are, the important thing for me is whether 
the players are enjoying the football and the team culture. 

 
SCUM:  It's not all coaching - you're also involved with the club, are you not? Tell us about it!  
 
MA:  Yeah, unfortunately. Just kidding, I am currently on the club committee as the treasurer, so I do 

boring things like pay the bills. Along with that I also help organise referees for games that lack 
appointed referees by Capital Football 

 
SCUM:  Last one: give us a fun fact 
 
MA:  The colour pink doesn’t exist. 
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MARCUS’ 
TEAMS: AT 
A GLANCE 

DIV: SLW5 
PTS: 27 
POS: 4th  
GD: +16 

DIV: CLM1 
PTS: 12 
POS: 9th  
GD: -13 

DIV: CLM3 
PTS: 9 
POS: 9th  
GD: -35 



 

ANUFC came into their match against Canberra City with heads somewhat down, knowing it was time to turn 
results around following a winless start to the season. Absences due to COVID, injury, work, and a self-enforced 
pre-travel isolation for coach Josh saw the team’s numbers depleted. However, the return of Domino's CEO Steve 
Roach brought some much-needed composure to the middle of the park.  
 
Fresh off a tactical shift to a high pressing system (devised over some equally tactical Polish club beers), ANUFC 
came out of the blocks firing. This paid dividends early when the Canberra City keeper spilled a routine save under 
pressure from fearsome striker Fabian Hoffman. The Hoff rounded the keeper to slot the ball in the back and put 
ANU ahead early in a sudden turn of events. Nobody was more shocked than him, it seems, with the towering 
number nine admitting ‘I was surprise[d] at that spark of agility I had to run around him’. With their tails up, and 
in an unfamiliar leading position, ANUFC carried on with extra wind in their sails.  
 
Not long after the opener, a forward-thinking run from centre back (and dictator) Dan Andrews doubled the lead 
when a wayward corner kick landing at his feet left him plenty of time to take a touch with composure, following 
up with a neatly taken strike landing in the far corner of the net. Word is that's his first goal in 15 years. Pressed 
for a quote, the great man seemed haunted by the spectre of own goals past: ‘[a]t least this one was in the right 
net’ 

 
Safely ahead for the first time this season, ANUFC lapsed in judgement and intensity at times, but ultimately held 
their shape well enough to see out the rest of the first half with their two-goal lead. Some crucial saves from the 
fittest bloke on the team (goalkeeper Kieran, who biked to the game) ensured the sheet was clean at half time.  

Caption font looks like this GO
OD
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MATCH 
REPORT 

Pictured: Winners are grinners, left, with goalscorers 
Dan (L) and Fabian (R) smiling for an objectively 
rubbish photo. Below, Alex ‘Poland’ Bajer (L) and 
Nathan Heldon (R) do a fractionally better job of it. 
Have a look at yourselves lads. 
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Canberra City came out of the blocks with heat in the second half, 
but a lack of composure was quickly dealt by ANUFC, who were 
applying the same intensity in the second half as they were the first. 
Able to string passes together and effectively play out from the back, 
a lack of pressure applied from the City forwards gave ANUFC 
plenty of breathing space to maintain their shape and hold 
possession. Great energy and pressing from the ANUFC midfield and 
forward lines kept the Canberra City attack blunt. Adeeb Enayati, 
likely for the first time in his career, made more tackles than shots.  
 
Despite having the best of the chances in the second half, ANUFC were 
unable to find another goal to close the match. Nonetheless, a first clean 
sheet and win of the season shows some promise for what is surely to 
come (though subsequent results showed it a false dawn…).  

 
TIM HAMER 
 
Editor’s note: This is my team, and while I was absolutely overjoyed to 
see them get up, when I gave the directive ‘get me a few photos for the 
magazine’, I had hoped for better. The only reason I’ve even deigned to 
include these objectively shit snaps is because barely any other teams can be 
bothered to submit reports or photos, and I have to fill column inches 
somehow. Get it together, div 10! 
 

32 • Issue 1 

Match Details: 
ANUFC 13 v Canberra City 
Community League 2 
Matchday Eight (28 May) 
Hackett 102 

Scorers: 
Fabian Hoffman 
Daniel Drew 

0 
2 
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It was a slow start to what has become an incredible season for the under-23’s boys who (at the time this was 
written; Editor’s Note: sorry for dropping the ball on publication lads!) were perched on a six-game winning 
streak after having lost or drawn four of our first five games. The slow start was largely to be expected with the 
introduction of an entirely new coaching team and the under-23’s squad only having retained three players from 
last season, losing 14 to injury, various state league sides, the first team and others choosing to continue their 
football careers outside of ANUFC. But that has only created an opportunity for a plethora of new talent to enter 
the squad. The speed at which new players have integrated into the squad is testament to their footballing ability, 
the quality of the coaching staff and the incredible culture of ANUFC.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLENTY OF POSITIVES 
Some thoughts on the under-23s season so far 
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Many players have come out of their shell over recent weeks, and it’s led to some of the biggest highlights of the 
season. For example, Nima’s incredible strike against Tuggeranong which is a strong contender for goal of the 
season, and the questionable goal celebrations in Griffith during the Yoogali game. All of which can be found on 
the official ANUFC Instagram which, thanks to Gus, has grown to over six thousand followers, the majority of 
whom are from Kazakhstan (which I’m told is purely coincidental).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although the football has been great, the best team bonding and most memorable moments have occurred off 
the pitch, like being refused entry into nightclubs in Wagga, winding up a very disgruntled bouncer in Griffith 
(forever grateful he didn’t actually call the cops), or Sachin’s infamous carb check which has undoubtedly 
contributed to our recent success.   
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Although we’ve had our fair share of injuries and absences, the victory song has been one of our biggest challenges. 
It took some of the boys a few weeks to realise that there are in fact lyrics, and we haven't just been haphazardly 
shouting. Luckily, we’ve had plenty of practice in recent weeks and I’m happy to say our team chants have 
drastically improved.   
 
The future of this under-23’s squad is promising, and I’m looking forward to seeing where this season takes us. 
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After a morale boosting win last week against cellar dwellers Woden, the biggest university derby in world 
football was on today. With a swirling wind making things difficult in the first half, Jackson scored an early 
goal with a whipped shot across the keeper following some good build up play to settle nerves after 20 
minutes played. The rest of the half descended into a chaotic ping-pong battle between UC's goalkeeper 
and ANU's token red headed wonder at left back, Harry, with Alex trying to trim down his monobrow a 
touch by leaving it in an opposition's elbow. 
 
In the second half ANU started to take control and UC seemed to not realise that their hit and hope game 
style was doing absolutely nothing for them, as ANU's aerial threat, Nick, won header after header at the 
back. The same player deliberately air-swinged a ball in his own box, masterminding a counter attack for 
Jackson to score his second goal, a diving header, finishing off a great team move. He scored his third 
very soon after before being dragged off for his poor performance.  
 
To finish it all off, Angus scored an absolute pile driver from the edge of the box 
that clocked a massive 12km/hr on the local mobile speeding van. 
About three deflections and five seconds later, the ball 
finally nestled itself in the back of the net.   

 
NICK ANDREOPOLOUS 

‘ THE BIGGEST UNIVERSITY 
DERBY IN WORLD FOOTBALL’ 

0 4 
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Match Details: 
ANUFC v UC Stars 
State League 1 Reserve 
Matchday Four (30 April) 
UC Field 1 

Scorers: 
Jackson Read (3x) 
Angus Reckord 

FINAL SCORE 

MATCH REPORT 



 

After enjoying a relatively smooth series of battles against lower ranked teams (aka 
lesser evils) on the ladder, today, the big battle between the high heavens and the 
burning hells finally started. This is the destiny of ANU who created angels in the 
high heavens to win the eternal war against the demons from the burning hells. 
Despite the tough situation of having groin-injured Archangel of Valor - Imperius 
and several other injured or sick Archangels, reinforcement from the ML1 high 
heaven came just right in time to get the team ready to face its first uphill battle 
against the prime evils. 

 
The prime evils showed a high-level of organization and fighting power 
throughout the battle, creating many half-chances to attack the Diamond Gate 
of the high heavens. Apart from the solid defensive efforts from the GK, the 
backline and the midfield to consistently block the attacks from the prime evils 
and outnumber them near the box, our Archangel of Justice - Tyrael also 
prevented them from entering the Diamond Gate in the first half of the battle 
by spotting their offside and raising the holy flag. Despite having less 
possession, the high heavens’ offensive squad delivered effective connecting 
passes and free/corner-kick plays in both halves of the battle to threaten the 
burning hells. The moment came when the ball from a corner-kick flew into 
the goal area of the burning hells where our Archangel of Wisdom – Malthael 
smartly and softly touched the ball with his bum to score a goal for the high 
heavens. 

 
The Nephalem took up the ref job to balance the power between the angels 
and evils in the eternal war. In this battle the balance of power was 
debatable. The Nephalem awarded one penalty kick to the prime evils for 
a doubtful call on handball shortly after Malthael scored for the high 
heavens, which led to the final score of 1-1. While he refused to consider 
two possible penalty-kick-type faults made by the prime evils, all 
happened in the last 15 minutes of the battle when things got fierce. 

 
All things considered, having a 1-1 draw in the first uphill battle against 
a very strong team of prime evils is an encouraging result for the angels 
in the high heavens. The good team spirit continues and yes angels do 
drink beers. 

 
Disclaimer: The references made to demons and evils in the 
burning hells have no intention whatsoever to express any kind of 
disrespect to the opponents. 
 

 
ANONYMOUS 

THE ETERNAL CONFLICT DEEPLY  
ODD 

RELIGIOUS 
METAPHORS 
ABOUND IN 

THIS 
RETELLING  

OF ML2’s 
MATCHDAY 

SEVEN 
ENCOUNTER 

WITH WODEN 
VALLEY SC  

1 

Match Details: 
Masters League 2 

Matchday Seven (22 May) 
Wanniassa 204 

 

Scorers: 
David Kelly 
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FIGHT NIGHT AFTERNOON 
 
Saturday May 21st. 2:15 pm. Giralang. The adlays of ANUFC 11 captained by the fearless 
Sammi prepared for battle against the violent Belnorth, arriving at the small pitch, dodgy 
lines and a linesman with a beer in his hand and more hair on his hand than his head. 
What an eshay. But this did not scare us. The opposition filled with wannabe 
weightlifters stood on the other side of the halfway line, looking ready to tear us apart 
– but we had our own weapons in Ryan Andi, Goose, and Shrek himself. We had 
nothing to fear. The time had come. 3pm.  
 
The ground was silent, the world stopped as the ruthless force of ANUFC 11 entered 
the pitch, ready to battle for our second win of the week. The whistle blew and the 
game was on. Immediately their aggressive, angry, bald centre back targeted me. Nicki. 
That’s ok, I knew he was slow and didn’t stand a chance. We conquered the ball for 
the first five minutes with 90% possession. Suddenly our powerful Goose got taken 
out, studs up. The ensuing confrontation died down and Goose got up, battle 
wounded but more than capable of fighting on. Eetswa lad.  
 
The pitch and the ground were slippery, muddy, and hard to play on. But what’s 
that? The mighty Kaushal sprints down the line and sends a ball in which Sammi 
chests right into my path whence, cannoning off my boot, the ball smashes the 
crossbar and shakes the very earth. The tensions rose and Belnorth showed their 
real side, bringing all-out attacks – but no, we were too strong. Everyone was 
fighting, with blood, sweat, and tears, Henry dribbled past all, unstoppable. From 
behind you hear Andi screaming his name every time the ball comes to him. Their 
bald-headed CB was getting annoyed, swearing, and pushing at everyone. I go on 
the attack.  
 
Eventually, Shrek sent a ball flying after dribbling past their defence, and boom! 
1-0. The ground goes wild (read: as wild as a CLM1 fixture gets, anyway). The 
game was on. The battle continued, I still slid around trying to be a defender, 
to which Sammi asked ‘are you able to stay on your feet?’ Barr eventually came 
– we were wondering if he would ever show up – before half-time and Marcus’ 
oranges. Tactics ensue. 
 
The game continues, as does the violence. Harry, tested on multiple 
occasions, stands tall and strong. Except for one goal, which they headed 
in… but we don’t talk about that… Blood runs and vocal cords vibrate – we 
were putting in such a fight, even the eshays were scared.  
 
Unfortunately, we lost a man to the fight. Nick 2 had to leave, injured, but 
the soul still in it. Eventually, amidst all the fighting, Shrek sends another 
bolter towards the goal and smacks the post, going in, almost making a hole 
in the net, and leaving the goalie stunned. 2-1. The opposition gets more 
and more mad, hacking and targeting us. Drawing a free-kick from an 
absolute Belnorth hack, Sammi steps up in the 85th to take, sending it            
h  

Match Details: 
Community League 1  

Matchday Seven (21 May) 
Giralang 103 

3 

1 
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flying. Everything goes in slow-mo, you can hear the eshays say ‘eetswa’; you can feel the universe expanding; all 
this in this one moment in time. The ball comes flying in, to which I think why not, have a crack, and head it right 
over the keeper into the goal. What a goal. Even Messi was impressed.  
 
Shortly after, I get taken off. A parade of clapping from the team erupts, a feeling I will truly never forget. The 
beast that is Ryan replaces me up top. A few tense minutes later with no goals further to the good, and the fight 
was won. And who would have thought the bald sideline ref from earlier was still there, still with a beer in hand. 
What a man. Game over – 3-1 to ANUFC.  
 
NICHOLAS WEICKART 

SCUM WANTS YOU 

HELP KEEP THIS GREAT AVERAGE PASSABLE PUBLICATION RUNNING 

Are you detail oriented? Do 
you work well with 
deadlines? Well do we have 
the opportunity for you! 
 
No, I’m kidding, none of that 
job posting bollocks here. 
SCUM  is rewarding, but I’m 
only one man, and the effort 
it takes to keep standards 
high and ensure that stories 
from across ANUFC are told 
is immensely taxing. 
 
So, if you have any interest at 
all in chipping in – whether 
it’s a desire to pad out your 
folio for a swing at 
journalism, a desire to give 
back to the club without 
having to man the canteen 
(my chief motivation), or 
you’re just a glutton for 
punishment, I would 
absolutely love the help. 
Maybe then I wouldn’t go 
three months between 
issues! 
 
If you’re interested – and 
very few people read this far, 
so even reading is a form of 
interest, get in touch at 
scum@anufc.org.au or via 
the club Facebook page. I’d 
really appreciate it 32 • Issue 3 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The day dawned clear and bright over southern Canberra, the city’s better hemisphere, gently caressing the ageing 
bodies and receding hairlines of the multitude of MO45 teams that had descended upon Wanniassa for their round 
five encounter. Pick of the round was our top-of-the-table clash against the ‘good’ Woden team. 
 
An air of excitement permeated the warmup ahead of the #biggame. PK, Palf and Benno, carpooling and 
sunglassed, rolled in like it was a 1984 house party: windows down, Grandmaster Flash on the stereo, and a slab 
of VB Heaps Normal perched on the shoulder. Ladies and gents; it was business time. 
 
From the kick off, we took the game to Woden, dominating midfield and repeatedly raiding down the wings in 
harmonious concordance with Coach De Ruyter’s footballing desires. At the back, Butch and PK marshalled the 
Woden forwards ruthlessly. No quarter asked. No quarter given. 
 
After around twenty minutes, Benno’s hamstring decided it had had enough. There was ice and beer in the esky. 
I could appreciate the hamstring’s thinking. Ravi took to the Wanniassa Coliseum in his place. 
 
Soon after, enter Stods, who had been menacing Woden right from the whistle, linking with the flying Matt Cuttell, 
Pat and Nick. Eventually though, he decided to do it his own way. Winning the ball top left of the box and showing 
excellent strength to hold off some close attention, he snaked into the box and finished neatly into the bottom 
corner. ANUFC 1-0. 
 
We continued to dominate through to the break. Subs were made, Haigy used his back for a literal backpass, then 
misjudged another long clearance which generated Woden’s only significant chance. Plastic parried well to his left 
and we cleared the subsequent corner. Wisey curled a freekick into the box for Channers, but he could only head 
well wide. Soft head, Channers! 
 
As good as the first half was, in the second half we really showed how formidable we can be. Three cracking goals, 
two from Pat and another from Stods, sealed the game in emphatic style. Plastic was largely unbothered, blooming 
respiratory infection aside. 
 
Each of the three goals had its own special quality. All involved great lead-up play that left the Woden defence in 
tatters. For Pat’s first, his blood pressure up after being crash-tackled to the ground minutes earlier, our dominant 
midfield, spearheaded by the effulgent Wisey, played him in on goal down the right channel. Running beyond the 
last defender, he absolutely spanked the ball home to the far post. Classic Walker. That’s what happens when you 
poke the bear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#BIGGAME 0 4 
FINAL SCORE 

MATCH 
REPORT 

Match Details: 
ANUFC v Woden Valley  
Masters League Over-45s 
Matchday Five (8 May)   
Wanniassa 103 

Scorers: 
Robert Stodart (x2) 
Patrick Walker (x2) 
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Stods grabbed his second after neat interplay on the edge of the box (re: Wednesday’s training) that released 
Channers deep into the box. Sidestepping the keeper to the left, and rather than finishing from a tight angle, 
Channers wisely squared the ball to Stods to tap home from two yards. Sublime. 
 
Our last was another textbook goal. Starting with Plastic, the ball went right through Butch, Ed, Wisey then Nige. 
Nige got to the byline (per the CDR manual) and centred superbly for Pat to knock home from near the penalty 
spot. From end-to-end and without a finger being laid. 
 
Full time: ANUFC 4-0. Glorious. 
 
The whole team played great, a massive improvement on previous rounds, and more to our full potential. In 
addition to the goalscorers, our midfield was excellent. Wisey gave them no room to play and even made a tackle, 
while Channers had a blinder cleaning up and kicking off counters. Captain Palfrey was pretty good too. 
 
Shout-outs to Pat, Ravi and Matt Cuttell for doing the nets, and to Chad, Klekner Jnr and Klekner Snr for 
their abuse support from the sideline. 
 
ED HUDDY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE SPINNING WHEEL,  
THE DEAD HAMSTER 
 
If life can imitate art, then why can't sport imitate politics? 
 
Over the weekend, two tribes faced off. The incumbent hosts – older, tired, bereft of ideas, discord in their ranks, 
hoping to sneak a victory against the odds through brutal pragmatism. The away team – bolder, unified, more 
aggressive, with a clear philosophy informing their actions. 
 
And yet the challengers were nervous, perhaps irrationally so. Most bookmakers had them as clear favourites, but 
history had taught them never to take the outcome for granted. Could they overcome this clammy-palmed anxiety 
to emerge triumphant? 
 
Both sides took to the field of combat in almost indistinguishable kits. It was as if they didn't want to accentuate 
their differences, that one was happy to pose as a rather poor imitation of the other, rather than proudly sport a 

Editor’s Note: 
Matchday six’s over-45s report was much too long and, being that the massive and criminally underappreciated 
undertaking that is this magazine competes for my time alongside two  undergraduate subjects, significant archival 
research, work, coaching, playing, and plenty else besides, I frankly couldn’t be bothered to put the work in to 
format it. Two pages, please. I don’t ask for much. 

MATCH 
REPORT 
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distinctive alternative. It was only in the aftermath of the game that one of our hoary old strategists suggested we 
might have sported a bolder, more differentiated garb. But such is the nature of wisdom after the event. 
 
The early exchanges were inconclusive – plenty of pundits providing commentary from the sideline about what it 
all meant, but no real action where it mattered. And while pre-game predictions, past history, and just the whole 
vibe of the thing gave rise to a nervy sense that we would – surely, we must! –  overcome, there was little early 
evidence, and even less scoreboard pressure. 
 
An intervention from a third force was needed to bring this dull affair to life. 
 
A force that had been sidelined, locked out of the action, disgruntled, bottled up, yet completely confident that 
they could make a difference. 
 
Wisey and Palf have been around for a while, their ANU socks faded from the traditional royal blue to something 
less than blue, and perhaps even teal. They'd been moaning from the sideline like a couple of disgruntled groupies 
that things needed to change, and that they might well represent the kind of change that was needed. 
 
After patiently waiting for the contest to spark itself to life, or indeed represent any of the values, hopes or dreams 
of those watching, this third force was finally, desperately, deployed. 
 
Our opponent's far right flank was a weakness that could be exploited – semi-competent, petulant, and prone to 
panic. Catering for this took a disproportionate amount of our opponent's energy, and forced them into making 
unwise strategic accommodations. A small amount of pressure on their right back paid off. Cosmo picked off the 
weak cross-field pass, took it to the line, and cut back to the sensible centre where a Wise Man waited. Could. Not. 
Miss. From. There. 1-0 to the good guys, and finally our expected ascendancy was reflected on the tally board. 
 
But would the tide inexorably shift? Were we seeing the start of a landslide? Or would the final tally represent a 
muddier, less conclusive result – a sort of pyrrhic, minority victory, if you will...? 
 
With no further discernible progress to half-time, the question had to asked: 
 
Could it be that the wheel was spinning, but the hamster was dead? 
 
As the second half ticked by, we maintained our ascendancy, but couldn't create a decisive separation on the 
scoreboard. Individual battles played out – some lost, some won – but the game still lacked a decisive moment to 
really push us over the top to a clear victory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Match Details: 
ANUFC v Burns  
Masters League Over-45s 
Matchday Seven (22 May) 
Kambah 310 

Scorers: 
Michael Wiseman (x2) 

0 2 
FINAL SCORE 
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Cosmo ran hard and created chances, but also found increasingly creative ways to squander them. Nerves grew 
shaky. We were clearly in front, but not out of sight. And memories of previous encounters meant that the true 
believers were not yet ready to call it. We'd been burned before. 
 
Finally, enter Pat, with an English grimace clearly discernible from the Scottish Burns Club car park, who played 
Wisey in with a neat reverse through ball. This one was no lay-down misere, but Wisey confidently smacked it into 
the side netting for 2-0. 
 
So many questions in the aftermath. Did we win the game or our opponents lose? Were their consistently negative 
tactics, their fear mongering, a strategic blunder? Might they have been better off if they'd taken a more positive, 
expansive attitude to the whole affair? 
 
Plenty for the pundits to pick over in the days ahead. 
 
But at the end of the day, to quote Tanya de Plibersek, but also Chris de Ruyter: "A win is a win is a win." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 With twelve minutes to play at Stade de Kaleen, on a morning when the whole pitch seemed to wobble and 
stagger under its own muddy weight, Benno goes and does something lovely. Slotting seamlessly into deep 
midfield, he receives the ball under his feet in a muddle of opposing players, arcs and swivels his hips away from 
all impending danger, and unleashes a crisp pass like a man pulling the trigger on a Glock pistol. 
 
For one thing, it turns out a few minutes of Benno out in the middle goes a long way – the basic joy of watching 
an innate, pure footballer who knows what everyone else is doing well before they even do. For another thing, he 
was about to play the fall-guy in the unfortunate event brought this game to a premature end. 
 
Now finishing early is never a good thing, no matter how much any woman reassures you. Sure, some may think 
that premature finishing means finishing right on time, like, it couldn't come quickly enough.                                            
h 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EIGHTY MINUTES IS THE  

NEW NINETY 
MATCH 

REPORT 

Match Details: 
ANUFC v O’Connor Knights Masters League Over-45s 
Matchday Eight (29 May) Kaleen Enclosed 

Scorers: 
Raoul Craemer (x2) Robert Stodart (x2)  
Michael Wiseman 5 0 
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O'Connor Knights seem to be in this camp. But I expect that most people want to go the full distance. Be satisfied. 
Be fulfilled. Hum with contentment. Call you the next day. 
 
Now the O'Connor number six was certainly not being fulfilled, and did not have the look of a man enjoying 
neither his Sunday morning stroll, nor creative freedom, nor open spaces, and the fluency and elegance of Benno's 
pure footballing manoeuvre was recklessly bold enough to draw a clear two-handed push and foul. 
 
It is worth noting that any sense of civility evaporated almost instantly. A foul was given and repeated requests for 
the opposing player to talk to the non-accredited (ANU) referee were waved away. Attitudes were starting to get 
a little angsty and prickly. By that stage, Wisey, who is generally the most sensible person in the room, suggested 
to end it there, and when no ground was given to the referee, the final whistle was blown ten minutes early. 
 
Now we all want to see our team win. That's kind of the point of sport. But there comes a time in every player's 
life when you have to step back and exercise some perspective, such as: ‘Hey, this game is lost to this better team, 
maybe it's not worth acting like a four-year-old refusing to admit you ate all the Double Coat Tim Tams, when in 
fact you did eat all the Double Coat Tim Tams’. If that seems oddly specific, that's because O'Connor Knights 
appear to scoff a lot of Double Coat Tim Tams (editor’s note: double coat Tim Tams are also the mark of an idiot 
– everyone knows they have one fewer in each packet than the regular one. Extremely specific burn here). 
 
But let's loop back to the first 80 minutes, shall we? ANU won this game by smothering and keeping the centre 
solid, with refined interplay wide and in the attacking third. O'Connor Knights, while skilful, were lacking runners 
and had none of the resilience and only some of the red-hot rage required to respond once they fell behind. 
 
Cosmo remains firmly in the cool ball playing scamp, netting an early brace while offering plenty of guile and pace, 
and an almost sadistic pleasure to make defenders pay by tempting them to somehow stay with him. Stods was a 
source of high-grade menace down the left side, not disappointing either with a classy finish in the corner on the 
end of a nice build-up. Nige continued to glide the ball in from the right, against an opposition who really couldn't 
cope with his infectious movement, while the rest of the midfield did its business as usual – undaunted, 
unscrambled and hungrily engaged, with only the mad, wunderkind genius of Haigy disrupting the conventional 
way of things. 
 
By half-time, O'Connor Knights were down 3-0 and looked baffled, bereft and bemused by the prospect of going 
further goals behind, and finding opponents with both ideas and energy. This is, after all, a team best described as 
‘all tip, no iceberg’, and they looked about as happy as a penguin in a microwave. 
 
Nobody in the ANU team seemed to mind the score and sauntered into the second half with some vigour. And 
really the key point here is "some", as by this point the game had become a stroll. In a surprise call-up, Stods went 
to number nine, with Matty promoted (demoted?) to the midfield. Stods' usual menace and energy out on the wing 
was reduced to basking and lolling about in the six-yard box, but when Matty C's eleventh cross came swinging in, 
Stods met it with melon for his second. The fifth goal was a messy exchange with their keeper with Cosmo 
deserving, but the record showing that Wisey fondled it inelegantly into the net. 
 
Final score 5-0. 
 
P.S. Big thanks to Junior. My points are yours. 
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Thank you, Rotten Tomatoes... 
 
‘The ANU FC MO45 team for 2022 is where the best of the best train 
and play to refine their elite football skills. When hotshot fighter pilot 
Maverick (Pat Walker) is sent to the school, his reckless attitude and 
cocky demeanour put him at odds with the others, especially the cool 
and collected Yzee (Val Kilmer). But Maverick isn't only competing to 
be the Golden Boot, he's also fighting for the attention of his beautiful 
football coach, Chris De Rutyer...’ (sic[k]) 
 
Every successful machine, every successful team has their wingman. 
 
But what about Goose? Without a Goose, is there a Maverick? Are 
we not all parts of a greater cosmos, not always required to play 
into Mav's feet but sometimes into Yzee's or Cossie's? You could 
argue eight goals to zip is a tidy return, but without cutbacks from 
Chadward, Cossie, and even Junior, did we really score or did we 
just win? Would Palfrey have hammered his goal into the 
underside of the unmissable target showing Mav where to go in 
the second half? Would Stods have showcased his dance moves 
from the penalty spot? Is Mav the only one with hips to watch 
out for? Would Channers have launched his rocket on target 
for a change? Would Yzee have taken a swing? 
 
Deep down, we know who represents the heart, who keeps 
everyone else grounded, who back heels in defence, who 
really puts up the nets when no one is watching, who counts 
how many times we attack down one side to ensure change 
to the other, who keeps Haigy away from attacking, who 
plays offside merry-go-round, who innocently commits a 
strategic foul and flies back into position, and who raids 
from deep. 
 
I suppose he supplies the post-game fuel, too. 
 
Well done, Masters Maverick. 
 
I, for one, am proud to be a wingman. Well done, 
Geese! 
 
STEVEN McINTYRE 
 
 

MASTERS: MAVERICK 

Match Details: 
ANUFC v Brindabella Blues 

Masters League Over-45s 
Matchday Nine (5 June) 

Calwell 201 

MATCH 
REPORT 

Scorers: 
Robert Stodart 

Pat Walker (x4) 
Michael Palfrey 
Scott Channing 

Stjepan Kaleb 

8 
0 
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KINGS OF THE CROSSBAR 
CHALLENGE 
 
 
And so, the ANU MO45 juggernaut rolled into Harrison Playing Fields on a beautiful winter's morning like a 
pimped-out limousine. After a two-week hiatus, the 18-strong team was looking to extend their seven-game 
winning streak and maintain the gap at the top of the table as the second round of matches for 2022 got underway. 
 
With Pat and Ravi attending to the dressing of the field, from seemingly 7:30am, CDR was able to set up a plethora 
of cones for warm-up drills so that the starting team was ready and raring to go from the first whistle. To my great 
surprise, he was also selected in the run-on squad after an extensive eight-week injury layoff. 
 
With a seven-man, star-studded bench (including Channers, Chad, Stods, Teebeejay, Ravi, Butch and Benno) 
compared to Belnorth's measly two middle-aged substitutions, it seemed that ANU would have too many (shapely) 
legs for the occasion and run out easy winners. In the early stages of the match, Belnorth showed their gameday 
tactics by compressing the middle of the field and penalty box area to try and avert conceding goals (the ol' park-
the-bus routine), but in the process left the left and right corridors way open for Matty, Chris and Nige to bomb 
down. Unfortunately, as has been our style for many games this year, our finishing in the final third was letting us 
down. Bloody strikers. It wasn't until this matchday correspondent, however, from right back, found himself on 
the end of a Nige worm-burning corner after 15 minutes and a shot on target managed to ricochet in off the 
underside of the crossbar. It was his first goal in ANU colours since 2017. ANU 1-0. 
 
A raft of substitutions following the goal should have seen the ANU forge further ahead but shots from Channers, 
Palf and a host of others rarely troubled the Belnorth keeper. Their sweeper, honestly the best player on the 
ground, was also keeping them in the hunt by snuffing out through-balls. So, 1-0 it stood at the break. 
 
A similar pattern of play followed in the second half. All possession and territory belonged to ANU, but again the 
final killer finish was lacking. But cometh the hour, cometh the man: step up the captain, and birthday boy, to the 
plate. After slipping several times in promising attacking positions, Palf decided to take 30 seconds to clean his 
studs and what a difference it made. Two stunning strikes from the 18-yard line, both in off the underside of the 
crossbar, within a matter of minutes finally put the game to bed 3-0, and delivered ANU a much-deserved eighth 
win in a row.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Match Details: 
ANUFC v Belnorth 

Masters League Over-45s 
Matchday Ten (19 June) 

Harrison 103 

Scorers: 
Paul Kowal 

Edward Huddy (x2) 

3 
0 

MATCH 
REPORT 
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Other notable match highlights included: 
• Pat registering a goal assist after his freekick came back off the crossbar to the grateful feet of Palf who 

buried his shot into the top left corner, again off the crossbar 
• Channers registering an assist after his pile driving effort came back off the underside of the crossbar and 

goal line to Palf, who buried this shot into the top right corner... again off the crossbar 
• Although decisive in coming off his line, Plastic generally had enough time to compose the next chapter 

of his novel 
• Chad expertly clearing the ball off the goal line to prevent Nige from scoring (he will tell you that Nige 

actually prevented him from scoring) 
• Being thrown into several attacking positions (out wide, up front), central defender Butch is clearly the 

team's go-to utility 
• Paul, Benno, Haigy and Ed doing their best Gandalf impersonations in central defence ("You shall not 

pass!") to any fleet-footed Belnorth striker they decided to rotate through 
 
On to the top of the table clash next weekend against Canberra Croatia who inflicted our only dropped points for 
the 2022 season. Should be a blockbuster! 
 
TOM KLEKNER 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In a mouth-watering top-of-the-table clash, it was pre-afternoon delight for ANUFC as they defeated Canberra 
Croatia 6-1 to retain top spot on the ladder. They aspired to knock off the (very) mature-age 'students' from the 
summit of the MO45 comp but were left to march down a boulevard of broken dreams in a match full of thrilling 
highlights. 
 
The bottom field with bent gum tree at Waramanga loomed (very) large during pre-game warm-up. It had proven 
to be ANUFC's graveyard during a decade of Masters League 1. With some players looking haunted, it was almost 
a relief to see the red-and-white chequy on the other side of the halfway line. 
 
Also haunting the ANUFC was the first-round encounter with Canberra Croatia, which they won 1-0 with a 
smashing header in the last minute. After dominating possession, shots and physical appearance, ANU had blown 
their lines that day and laid their only egg of the season. The lack of an official ref that day had played a not 
insignificant part. Suddenly, the lack of a ref in the second-round encounter again loomed large. 
 
Enter a lost-looking Willie Weyers, squinting into his smartphone, grumbling about Dribl and wandering across 
to the adjacent field to seemingly referee Burns v Gungahlin. Without a moment to lose, an eagle-eyed Wisey 
pounced: ‘Nah, Willie. Don't referee that game, those teams are sh*t. Come over here, come do ours, this game 
will be much better, it's first versus second.’ Turns out that Willie wasn't even at the right venue: he was meant to 
go to Wanniassa, not Waramanga. But that's an easy mistake to make (just ask Haigy). 
 

LIGHTS, CANBERRA, ACTION! 
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With the game underway, a barely-sober Cosmo opened the scoring after five minutes by swinging in an 'Olimpico' 
direct from a corner. Barely another five minutes had passed before Cosmo took a second corner from the left 
and after a flick on from the 'Knuckle of God' (thanks Pat), Ravi, looking as obtrusive as a middle-aged 
businessman waiting for a peak hour bus, snuck in unmarked at the back post to head (yes, head!) in the second. 
 
Canberra Croatia, however, were not to be denied and revived the contest after 30 minutes via the penalty spot 
when Macca was harshly punished by Weyers for a glancing handball following a throw-in and scramble in the 
box. The goal broke a streak of 40 straight ANUFC goals scored without conceding. 
 
A few minutes later, a fast-moving Paul, trying to cover in defence, clattered into the ball and produced a stunning 
'shot' that was more potent than anything the opposition had mustered all game. Plastic saved sharply with his 
legs, and got up wondering what the hell had just happened. Not long after, Canberra’s big striker, the funny 
bugger Big Ivan, was clipped on the ankle by an irrepressible Paul just inside the box. It was more of a penalty 
than their first one had ever been, only for Weyers to decisively call 'play on'. But that's Willie. Perhaps it didn't 
help that Ivan went down in instalments, dramatically, elaborately, theatrically, Oscar-worthily, milking the clip for 
all it was worth. At halftime, it was 2-1. 
 
The halftime chat was the usual guff from the ANU gaffer, God bless him. Value possession, stretch the field, 
blah blah blah. Credit to Channers for bringing the emotion with an impassioned speech along the lines of: ‘We're 
not f*cking working hard enough, we need to have more f*cking urgency. I don't mind losing to Belnorth or 
Gungahlin, but not to this lot. Not this lot!’ 
 
Very early in the second half, Canberra Croatia, at their opportunistic best, nearly equalised with a shot that struck 
the post following a one-on-one with an oncoming Plastic. At this point, Sergeant Romulo Garcia Hernandez (aka 
Cosmo) decided to take centre stage for the second time in a week by outpacing the defence following a thru-ball 
from Wisey, rounding the keeper, and slotting home. Canberra continued to threaten from corners, striking both 
the post and crossbar during an eventful period. Cosmo soon returned for a rapturous encore by sliding in a low 
cross from the left for Junior to bundle in to make it 4-1. With the ball at his feet, and following meticulous 
instructions, Plastic milked the clock for all it was worth, only to cop abuse from the Croatians and their linesman, 
bless them. 
 
Somewhat unusually and completely out of character, Wisey was asked forced to leave the field by Weyers for a 
ten-minute cooling period of 'time out' after helpfully pointing out the opposition's midfield foibles once too often. 
But that's our Wisey – misunderstood. In the end, it was none other than his old mucker Robbie Bennett who 
proved to be the wise man by smashing in a stunning 30-yard thunderbolt freekick that took advantage of the 
ACT’s only arched crossbar. Matt Cuttell used his lightning-fast speed to make it 6-1 after some brilliant interplay 
between Haigy, Channers and Pat Walker (second assist of the game) that had the ANU gaffer purring like a 
ragdoll cat having its belly rubbed in the sun. 
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With the game over, Willie went looking for his second paycheque of the morning. ‘Where's Monaro playing?’ he 
asked us. His fundamental error realised, Willie headed for the car park, grumbling. 
 
An additional match highlight was provided by Haigy who rolled around with anguished cries of 'pain' after a foul 
by Big Ivan who had demonstrated his own thespian skills all morning. At fulltime, all Big Ivan could say was: ‘See 
you in the finals’ to which a whip-smart Butch eloquently responded: ‘Ne trci, pred rudo...mate’ (which loosely 
translates as ‘don't jump in front of the carriage/don't jump the gun... mate’). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A typical winter Sunday at Kambah with the ‘nor-westerly’ wind blustering across the manicured and deceptively 
flat pitch. This was our first game in three weeks; there was a fullness to the bench and a hum in the air. 
 
Butch certainly had the ANU spirits high as he took out the best-dressed award, sporting bright orange tie-dye 
‘Hammer pants’ that he proudly proclaimed he purchased from Lowes, which is, of course, where all discerning 
gentlemen shop for comfortable leisure wear. This was ably matched with a figure-hugging emerald puffer and 
Blundstones, and topped off with his signature trilby. It was all systems go from there, or so we thought. 
 
The game started with our usual movement up, down and across the field as Woden ‘parked the bus’ in the last 
third. The wind started to play havoc with our usually crisp passing game as balls were left short or misdirected 
and ended up at the opposition’s feet. The running off the ball was also not as dynamic as usual, perhaps as a 
result of a paucity of recent footer. 
 
The back and forth was broken up by an ambitious cross-field pass from Channers which he fired into the 
unsuspecting face of the unsuspecting referee. Poor Johnny Jenkins was either looking at his watch or phone or 
whistle or shoelaces, or all of the above. He didn't see it coming and didn't stand a chance as an audible smack 
resonated off the distant Brindabellas and across the Tuggeranong Valley. CDR started scrambling for his whistle 

NOTHING MUCH TO  
WRITE HOME ABOUT 
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thinking he would be called on to substitute. But to his credit, JJ shook himself off, as much as a nonagenarian 
can, and bravely continued to blow. 
 
The deadlock was broken by some good build-up from the back and down the flanks with Palf firing a shot which 
the keeper fumbled, nearly into the goal, but instead into the waiting feet of Stods who was in the right place at 
the right time and calmly helped the ball into the back of the net. ANU 1-0. 
 
Following a number of strategic substitutions, the back and forth continued with a sense of frustration creeping 
in. Cosmo soon took matters into his own hands; his running off the bench yielded the second goal after some 
nice build up in the middle of the park and a tidy finish. Halftime ANU 2-0. 
 
The break couldn't have come soon enough so CDR could issue clear instructions, some of which may or may 
not have been followed, or even heard above the sound of buzzing hearing-aids. Second half highlights included 
better use of the flanks, frustration from Wisey and a cuddle from JJ, missed opportunities, nice straight balls onto 
diagonal runs, missed opportunities, nice diagonal balls onto straight runs, missed opportunities, straight balls onto 
straight runs, and did I mention – missed opportunities.  
 
Among all of this, and following a number of blocked and saved shots inside the box, stealth-like Stods again 
lobbed up in the right place at the right time to slot in another goal from close range and make it 3-0. Woden’s 
tactic of trying to hit ANU on the break led to a messy scramble in the box which saw Plastic take a nasty knock 
to his classically handsome cleft chin and chiselled ethnic jaw. As he was sprawled on the ground, an untidy 
scramble saw the ball end up of the net, 3-1. Poor form from JJ to not issue a freekick for the clash, but perhaps 
even poorer form from Plastic for not picking himself off the canvas in time. He passed the subsequent HIA and 
the game continued. 
 
Following some pressing down the park, and having also felt the frustrations of the match, and not one to miss 
any gilt-edged opportunity, Pat skilfully headed away his customary goal from a yard out, much to his, and the 
team’s, immense relief.  
 
In summary, there was some good running down the flanks from Ravi, Nige, Stods, Junior and Macca, all set up 
from solid switching of play across the back from Benno and Tommy. Paul and Butch were rock solid down back, 
playing into the midfield where Channers, Haigy, Palf, Wisey and Chadley exerted solid control across the middle 
of the park. Good hunger for the ball and running up the front from Pat and Cosmo, with the ever-reliable Plastic 
between the pipes.  
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Like the title says, ‘nothing much to write home about’ this weekend, but it was a win nonetheless and provides a 
good launch into the back end of the season and finals. 
 
As we gathered around the celebratory esky, a rainbow emerged to brighten our spirits and lighten our hearts. 
 
MATT CUTTELL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ANU MO45 were playing in Belconnen on the weekend, which made little logical 
sense to me as we were playing against Woden Valley (whatever happened to home 
games, remember those?!). On weekends, I don’t particularly like venturing too far 
from all the inviting Inner North coffee shops and organic patisseries and craft 
breweries that I haunt, preferring to tender to things in my lush garden in the 
company of my designer chooks and silky afternoon G&Ts. But football calls me 
like a f*cking air horn, and in the short walk from the Hawker car park to the 
salubrious football ground, there were the sights and sounds of a more belligerent 
cultural experience: the crunch of broken glass, truncheoned plastic chairs, a 
derelict tennis court, abandoned supermarket trolleys, pregnant teenagers, and the 
tear-gassed effect of a KFC kitchen fully lit-up at 8.30am. 
 
Woden, to be frank, often seem like the sort of nutcases who train in the woods 
and travel for hours on a bus to take part in organised underground fights. On a 
purely inter-hooligan level, I initially sensed we may not be able to match it with 
our opponents, but then realised we have our home-grown nutcases, and of the 
finest calibre: Macca with his simultaneous drinking-and-fighting look; Nige’s 
openly criminal nature; Wisey’s psychopathic tendencies; and, of course, Palf’s 
casual viciousness. So, on reflection, I felt somewhat secure that we had enough 
of a hardened core of yobs going forward. In comparison, the rest of the MO45 
squad are a kind of a tribute act, like polite Japanese teenagers with Beatles 
haircuts. 
 
For ANU on the pitch, things were reassuringly familiar, if a little contained by 
the size of the thing. Now narrow and long is all fine and good as the on-camera 
appendage every male porn star fangs about the pixelated screen. But CDR, 
and all the ladies (apparently), prefer width, or “girth” as they call it in the biz, 
and this was seriously in deficit at the Hawker-203 postage stamp. But we were 
good enough and CDR bold enough to come up with a plan that avoided 
leaving too much to chance: pressure and nice passes. The wide guys naturally 
talked doomsday about the lack of space out-wide, but every salty dog has his 
day, and this day dealt the good hand to those that like to operate in the small 
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spaces. The guys with velvet hips, tight turning circles, and delicate but beautiful feet, who aren't using their time 
to rediscover their touch. Think Haigy, Junior, Cosmo, and the indefatigable Pat Walker. 
 
Now let’s get the second half over with first, because nothing much happened at all that I could see. Some counter-
attacking threats by Woden were snuffed out by passable defending, scorpion goalkeeping, and some self-inflicted 
fluffed final approaches. But we were guilty of fluffiness ourselves, with a handful of good chances leading to 
nowhere of consequence, and confusion galore about passing to feet or to space or something, FFS. 
 
By comparison, the first half was a relative splendour on the grass: 3 goals, 2 almost-goals, and 1 maybe-
concussion. 
 
The first goal came early with some Chinese burn-type pressure (apologies for the archaic cultural reference but it 
seems wholly appropriate) applied to the Woden defensive screen, with the ball then dropping for Palf to calmly 
slot over the keeper and into the far corner of the goal. Bookended by ANU goals, a concussive incident saw the 
solid Woden forward with a strange masochism at the ugly end of the beautiful game somehow (accidently?) 
coathanger an unsuspecting Channers. No one came forward to attest to the circumstances leading up to the 
collision, nor to the actual collision itself, but jaws were clattered and irks were raised. In particular, one M. G. 
Wiseman gesturing he indeed was quite a bit, put out about the whole unsavoury affair. There were lot of f*cks 
said, so thank f*ck there were only adults present (and Nick’s young son, oops). The Woden guy didn't do himself 
any favours by defending himself either. Bit of a d!ck really. Hope Scotty is OK. Woden seem to have it in for the 
chiselled ANU jaw – Plastic last week, Channers this – which we suspect may have been due to Cosmo’s chiselled 
elbows in early 2021. 
 
Anyhoo, an energised Wisey made them pay a minute later, after teaming up with Cosmo by tapping in after 
beating three defenders and the Woden keeper. A nice ‘suffer in your jocks’ moment. Yee-hah. 
 
A win then, ANU 2-1. Should have could have been more, but wasn’t, on a day when to get home safe is a win in 
my book. 
 
MATT CLISSOLD 
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A MIDFIELD’S PRAYER 
 
Ah Calwell. The jewel of Tuggeranong. Its name derives from the phrase 
“colder than a well-digger’s ass”, which was made famous in the Tom Waits’ 
classic “Diamonds on My Windshield”. Calmon (cold enough to freeze the 
balls off a brass monkey) was another contender. 
 
So, it was a cold, grey, miserable-looking day that saw the ANU 45s F’ing 
Legends drive to northern Victoria for the clash versus Belnorth 
(Originals). Cold, grey and miserable also aptly described those in the 
mega-squad still with any hair left on their heads or faces. The less 
hirsute gentlemen were merely colder and even more miserable as a 
result. 
 
With the opposition positioned fourth in the table, CDR used his 
refined oratory talents to present the game as a challenge. He safely 
predicted the 13-0 scoreline from the previous encounter would not 
be repeated. This time around, we only managed to score 9 goals but 
in doing so we achieved a remarkable 11 assists as a tragi-comedy of 
double-bill errors saw the Originals scramble 2 first-half goals. This 
is the first time in two years the 45s Legends have conceded 2 goals in a game. 
Fortunately, Plastic redeemed with a sharp one-on-one save to prevent a 
third. 
 
The pitch was shit; even shitter than usual. Boasting more bumps than a teenager with chronic acne, it played a 
key role in the Legends’ inability to string together more than two passes. This resulted in an unsatisfying lack of 
rhythm as our finely-drilled triangles and switches broke down into defensive transition play, causing Wisey to yell 
and blame everyone else but himself. There was unanimous agreement that this kind of encouragement was 
absolutely key to the Legends’ ability to maintain the self-confidence and camaraderie that will take us to back-to-
back league championships. 
 
There was a referee and he was good, pulling up Benno’s cynical but deft and ultimately harmless professional 
fouls on the halfway line when the ball bobbled past both him and the speedy forward he was “marking”. The ref 
also had a good line when PK clattered late into another forward on the sideline, who complained profusely about 
the kind of challenge we've all grown to love at training. “The ball was out of play,” the ref said as the disgruntled 
Original limped passed the Legends’ legendarily strong and sturdy bench to his own team’s pile of bags, totally 
absent of any type of winning organisation. 
 
Despite the adverse conditions and various largely age-related impediments, the Legends more than occasionally 
rose above it all to play something more resembling the Beautiful Game: sweeping the ball from side to side and, 
importantly, back again. Together, they stretched the Originals’ back seven wide open, creating space for some 
tight passing sequences through the middle. It was, sometimes, this kind of mastery that led to the 9 goals. 
 
Palfrey, patron saint of syphilis, scored the self-professed “the ugliest hat-trick in football history”. In doing so, he 
scored more goals than he completed passes. TBH one of St Palf’s goals was actually quite good – a powerful, low 

Our Palfrey 
Who art in midfield 

Hallowed be thy turf 
Your passes come 
Your running done 

In attack, as in defence 
Give us our weekly gee-up 

And forgive our  
wayward passes 

As we forgive Wisey 
Who trespasses against us 

And as Palf forgives Chad 
Who nutmegs him shamelessly 

Lead us not into complacency 
But deliver us to  

championship glory 
 

Amen 
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diagonal strike from outside the box to the right side of the Originals’ first-half non-keeper. Palf’s got a long way 
to go, though, to beat Pat’s world record for the most games in which he’s scored more goals than passes 
attempted. Pat possibly added to this count as he scored two unmemorable “got to be there to tap them in” goals. 
Chadward even got in on the act to break his scoring duck by neatly looping the ball over his head from outside 
the box. Regrettably this correspondent’s short-term memory can only hold six items at any one time, which means 
there’s no official record of the goal Wisey allegedly scored, either. 
 
KEVIN CHADWICK AND NIGEL PALFREMAN 
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https://tskrecruitment.com.au/
https://fphq.com.au/
https://www.gulson.com.au/
https://hopandcloverbrewing.com.au/
https://www.moray.com.au/
https://itstopswithme.humanrights.gov.au/
https://www.omniexe.com/
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https://anu-sport.com.au/
https://www.capitalclinicphysio.com.au/
https://www.pizzacapersgungahlin.com.au/
https://www.hellenicclub.com.au/city
https://www.hellenicclub.com.au/city
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